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What exactly is an ovenliner? Well, it’s a time saver. A drip blocker. A crumb 
catcher. A spill protector. A burnt food guard. It’s your nonstick secret to 
never having to clean the bottom of your oven again. The Chef’s Planet 
Nonstick Ovenliner makes life in the kitchen easier. While you cook it collects, 
shielding the bottom of your oven from splatters, spills and overall mess. Made 
for standard size ovens.  

#400   Nonstick Ovenliner      23" x 16.25"

nonstick ovenliner
never clean the bottom of your oven again

proudly made in the USA

#824   Nonstick Commercial Ovenliner      30" x 16.25"

For larger, commercial size ovens, the Chef’s Planet Nonstick Commercial 
Ovenliner makes life in the kitchen easier. The nonstick ovenliner is commercial 
grade thickness and fits ovens up to 36" wide. So whether you’re baking your 
culinary creations in your home or industrial kitchen, the bottom of your oven is 
protected from splatters, spills and overall mess.

nonstick commercial ovenliner
never clean the bottom of your oven again

 

 

 

proudly made in the USA

 
 

#401   Nonstick Toaster Ovenliner      11" x 9"

Catch those feisty little spills and crumbs that get stuck on the bottom of your 
toaster oven. Now you can keep the bottom of your toaster oven looking like the 
day you got it with very little effort. While you cook it collects, shielding the 
bottom of your oven from overall mess. It’s a breakthrough for toaster ovens 
everywhere.

now, spills and crumbs are toast
nonstick toaster ovenliner
proudly made in the USA
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Until now, the industry has relied on the application of PTFE and ceramic spray 
coatings in the manufacture of nonstick cookware. Because nonstick spray 
coatings cannot be applied evenly or with heavy deposition, nonstick 
functionality and durability are limited. Introducing Silkway, the World’s 1st 
Film Laminated Fry Pan with a patented film lamination coating that is 25-55 
microns thicker than traditional spray coatings. Silkway’s durable, nonstick 
surface requires little to no oil for healthier cooking without your food sticking! 
Available with oven-proof stainless steel handle. Patent # 10-2015-0030719

Silkway Film Laminated Fry Pan
the most durable nonstick surface with the best release for
cooking & baking

#620 Silkway Film Laminated Fry Pan      10.24"/26 cm

 

The top side is a nonstick surface that provides easy release and the bottom side 
is a nonslip silicone surface that stays put while you work.

Place nonslip silicone side down and use it to knead and roll out dough, as a 
nonstick baking mat for even baking and easy release without cooking spray, as a 
nonstick work mat for decorating candies & cookies, as a microwave liner and as 
an arts & crafts mat to protect your surfaces from glitter, paint & glue. It’s a 
MUST-HAVE HELPER for the household!

it’s counter-intuitive

multipurpose nonstick/nonslip
mat

proudly made in the USA

#925   Multipurpose Nonstick/Nonslip Mat      24" x 16"

#739   Multipurpose Lid Holder     

You know the story - you’re cooking up a hearty stew or fragrant sauce but when 
it’s time to check the spice level or add more ingredients, where do you put your 
lid? Whether you set it on the counter or stovetop, you’ll have to deal with the 
drippy mess later and that’s no fun. Well, not anymore. Just hang this convenient 
gadget on the side of your pot and start simmering. When it’s time to stir, remove 
the lid and place it in the multipurpose lid holder. Don’t worry, it collects any 
condensation and drips that have splattered on your lid during cooking. It also 
doubles as a spoon rest when you’re not using a lid, so those tasty bits fall from 
your spoon back into your pot. Get this cool tool today and put a lid on kitchen 
messes! 

never flip your lid about stovetop and counter
clean-ups again!

multipurpose lid holder  New!
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#932   Universal Nonstick Bakeliner      40" x 12"

Our products are designed to make cooking easier and enjoyable. Scrubbing 
baked-on food from your pans isn’t. So don’t. Use our Universal Nonstick 
Bakeliner and be a baking genius. It puts a nonstick layer between your goodies and 
your pans. Foods cook more evenly and your baked food will slide right off. Spend 
more time doing what you love and less time doing what you don’t.

Cut to fit for any size use - Liner customization template included for: 8", 9" or 10" 
rounds, 8" x 8", 9" x 9" or 10" x 10" squares, 9" x 13" rectangle or 16.5" x 11.5" half 
size sheet pans.       

universal nonstick bakeliner
bake like a pro—yes, a real pro

proudly made in the USA

 

 

 

proudly made in the USA

Never clean the bottom of your oven again with our nonstick ovenliner. It’s 
durable, reusable, dishwasher safe and may be trimmed to fit smaller oven 
racks. Also, bake like a pro with our nonstick bakeliner; it’s reusable, bakes 
food more evenly and fits half sheet pans with no greasing required. Finally, 
keep your toaster oven looking like the day you got it with our durable, 
reusable, dishwasher safe, nonstick toaster ovenliner.

3 piece value pack
make life in the kitchen easier and save money at the same
time!

#079 3 Piece Value Pack

the inside scoop on slicing, dicing and chopping

#110   PrepTaxi® Food Scoop — Stainless Steel

PrepTaxi® food scoop
This nifty tool was destined for the chopping block. And that’s a good thing. The 
patented PrepTaxi   Food Scoop fills an important role in food preparation - getting your 
diced meats, chopped veggies and grated cheese from the chopping block to a pan or 
bowl. Just scoop and transfer. The sides prevent spillage. It’s fast, efficient and a 
must-have for any cook. Holds up to 3 cups of prep work. Patent # D519,794/6,733,056   

®

one for all, and all for one
For one-step draining and measuring, it’s the one. This uniquely designed 
colander will be your one & only when it comes to preparing fruits, beans, 
legumes and more for your favorite recipes. Plus, draining and measuring in 
one step saves you time, putting you one step ahead in the kitchen! This 3 
cup Measuring Colander™  also has a built-in tuna can drainer that works with 
traditional and pull tab cans.    

#475 Measuring Colander™ — White

#482 Measuring Colander™ — Red      

measuring colander™  



#727   Grill & BBQ Mat      15" x 10.5"

What an epiphany. A nonstick mat for your grill that prevents food from falling 
through the cracks. Never again will you dive your tongs into the grates to 
save a fallen shish kebab. Place delicate foods (fish, veggies, shrimp) on the 
mesh mat. They’ll cook to juicy perfection and your food won’t stick. Ah, 
grilling perfection. 

because food shouldn’t fall through the cracks

grill & bbq mat
proudly made in the USA

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simmering can be a messy endeavor but not with the patented universal 
stir-through lid. Simply place it on pots or pans from 10" to 12½" and get cooking. 
The stir-through area has an ample slotted opening that accommodates most 
utensils so you can stir without removing the lid. The slotted opening not only 
allows steam to vent, it also acts as a spoon rest so drips from your spoon fall back 
into your pot. It’s a splatter guard, spoon rest and universal size lid all in one! 
Constructed with tempered glass and stay-cool handles. Hand washing 
recommended. Patent # 9,635,975 

universal stir-through lid
see, stir & rest without the mess

#659 Universal Stir-Through Lid

Tired of soggy pizza, fish sticks and French fries? The Chef’s Planet Nonstick Mesh 
Crisper will become your first line of defense to combat sogginess. And  now our 
baking mat is even better! We have increased the size of our non stick mesh  crisper 
and changed the mesh to a more open weave for added air flow. Oven heat can 
circulate through the mesh, evenly crisping the crust of your favorite foods. Now, 
the bottom of your quesadillas, chicken nuggets and hors d’oeuvres will always be 
deliciously crispy. 

nonstick mesh crisper
because no one likes a soggy bottom

proudly made in the USA

#611   Nonstick Mesh Crisper      14.5" x 14.5"

 

 

 

 

proudly made in the USA

ovenglove
really takes the heat (and looks cool doing it)
In the heat of the moment, our Ovenglove comes through. Use this glove to protect 
your hands when removing hot items from the oven. This comfortable, seamless 
five-fingered glove is made of DuPont  Nomex   and is heat and flame resistant. 
Our Ovenglove can withstand temperatures up to 500°F (260°C) and fits great 
on both righties and lefties!

® ®

#383   Ovenglove

chef’splanet
clever products. joyful living.
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#607   Clip & Drain™ — White

#608 Clip & Drain™ — Red

#609 Clip & Drain™ — Black

Why take the time to pull out that bulky colander when you can just clip 
this nifty gadget to the side of virtually any size pot or pan and drain away! The 
cleverly designed stainless steel reinforced clip with a silicone gripper is easy 
to attach to the pot but strong enough to stay in place while draining. So 
whether you are straining the liquid from veggies, pastas or meat, the patented 
Clip & Drain™ will be the gadget you reach for every time! Patent # D801130

now draining won’t be a strain

clip & drain™

 

 
 

better tongs™

#376   Better Tongs™

they’ll make you flip like never before
Turns like a spatula and lifts like tongs, the better tongs will efficiently lift, turn, 
cradle, scoop and flip your most delicate foods. This nylon spatula has a beveled 
edge for easy lifting and a stainless steel wire head to assist turning. No matter 
what’s on the menu, the better tongs will turn you into a culinary star!

Finally! No more messy, drippy beaters. The slots in this neat spatula let you 
easily clean the blades of your beater without making a mess or sacrificing any 
of that yummy batter. Because it can handle anything in the mixing bowl from 
lifting, spreading, stirring and scraping, the patented Better Spatula™ will be 
the one you reach for every time. Sorry, kids - no more beaters to lick!
Patent # 9,241,599 

better spatula™

#178   Better Spatula™

the better choice for cleaning batter off your beaters

 

 

 

This ingenious gadget allows you to safely tenderize and flavorize your roasts, 
steaks, chops, poultry and whole birds at the same time. This uniquely engineered 
tool has stainless steel blades that pierce the meat to tenderize while the 3 flavor 
needles inject your desired marinade. With its fast and flavorful results, our Flavor 
Enhancer™ is going to be your favorite flavor-adding tool in the kitchen!

tenderize and flavorize at the same time

#115   Flavor Enhancer™



 

#130   Multipurpose Filter Funnel Set

If you love fried foods but hate the wasted oil, our multipurpose filter funnel 
set is the perfect solution for filtering your oil so you can use it again and 
again. But it’s also great for straining soup stocks, juices and just about 
anything else without a mess. The dual filter system consists of a pre-filter to 
remove large food particles and a fine mesh filter to remove small food 
particles. The vented funnel screws onto nearly any wide mouth jar and the 
vented funnel adaptor fits 1 gallon+ containers to reduce spills. So just say 
‘yes’ to less mess and get cooking!

multipurpose filter funnel set
just say ‘yes’ to less mess

#406   Small Cruet      5 oz.      6" x 2.5" 

#413   Large Cruet      8 oz.      7" x 3.5"

#222   All-Purpose Cruet      14 oz.   8" x 3.75"

#956   Oil Pourer       32 oz.   10" x 4.5"

achieve perfect drizzle
Where design leads and functionality follows or is it the other way around? The 
point is their beauty isn’t just glass deep. The unique stoppers slow the stream 
of oil or vinegar while the collar catches any drips to keep your table and counter 
free of messy rings. Our larger cruets will stylishly display and dispense infused 
oils, flavored syrups, liqueurs, dipping sauces, dish soap or any other liquids you 
use in the kitchen. These beautiful cruets are made from virtually 
break-resistant Borosilicate glass. 

glass cruets
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For foolproof, flawless, sweet & savory creations, the Perfect Pan™ saves the 
day. Delicate baked goods require gentle heat for a smooth, even texture that 
isn’t cracked, curdled or overcooked. This aluminum springform pan has an 
easy locking latch, removable base with silicone ring and water bath basin 
that’s a piece of cake to use. Plus it’s leak-proof! Just pour your favorite 
recipe in the pan, set the pan with the silicone ring on top of the filled water 
bath basin and bake. Voila - perfection! 

perfect pan™
the perfect protection from
cracked cheesecake and sunken soufflés

#349   Perfect Pan™
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zest for life.TM
At Chef’s Planet, our philosophy is called ‘zest 

for life’. It’s all about doing the things we really 

love in life like enjoying great food, family & 

friends and having fun, especially in the kitchen. 
 

Our goal is to make cooking easier and more 

enjoyable for you and our products are cleverly 

designed to do just that. Sure, cooking is a 

blast but it’s not fun when you don’t have the 

right tools to get the job done. That’s where 

we come in. We’re cooks just like you so we 

understand the challenges you face in the 

kitchen and we work to solve those problems 

before you ever have to think about them. 
 

What are you waiting for? Get out there and 

chef’splanet
clever products. joyful living.

®

zest for life
Seize the meal!
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